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Reviews of the Abrams Publishing Pie Love
Brakree
This is a GOOD recipe book!!!! Text and images are great, and the recipes are imaginative and
reasonable.
Usic
I bought this book as a gift for my dad who'd read a newspaper article about Warren Brown & was
intrigued. My dad has been baking breads, sweets and pies for over 40 years and thought he knew
everything there was to baking pies. But...his book has taught him some new tips and tricks and is
very well written.
Fearlessdweller
great recipes, good pictures, wish there was more. but over all good book.
Kirizius
I like to make pies and there were some interesting recipes in here. Sometimes I just need a fresh
idea and this had some

Era
I baked the Mango Strawberry Tart today and had the same experience as with every other recipe
I've tried in this book. OK...based on those previous experiences, I should have paid more attention.
I thought I would be cutting up some strawberries and mangoes, topping them with a glaze. No.
First you have to stop and make the Mango Coulis (moving from page 156 to page 150), which is
cooked and blended. Time to make the crust. Oh wait...now you need to move to page 136 for the
crust recipe. When you get to page 136 to make the Almond Caramel Crust, you need to stop again,
move to page 149 to make the Caramel Sauce. Now back to 136 to finish your crust, then back to
your recipe on page 156. Now where was I...OK...now I can put the coulis and sliced strawberries in
the crust. But wait! Now you need to go to page 152 to make the Mint Syrup to put over the
strawberries. Yes, it is cooked and then cooled too. Now we're done, right? NO. Back to page 156,
where we see that it's time to brush on the Fruit Preserve Glaze AND Sugar Glaze (two separate
glazes, on pages 152 and 153). NOW we're done! When I was done, I was so tired of flipping pages,
I could barely enjoy the pie, which was, by the way, delicious!
Otiel
As advertised.
Buzalas
Yummy.
Great book. I love anything he does. He does his homework and perfects his craft
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